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21 February 2013 
 
 
Dear Sally 
 

Ref. Your letter dated 19 January 2013 in response to our complaint about Mr 
Hudson 

 
Thank you for your response to our complaint about Mr Hudson as a member of the 
Turitea Board of Inquiry. During the process Mr Hudson wore two hats, i.e. as a 
board member and as a landscape architect. Thus, Mr Hudson had two sets of 
responsibilities, i.e. to the Board and to NZILA ethics. We accept that Mr Hudson 
cannot rectify the errors carried forward into the final decision as this is the Chair’s 
responsibility. 
 
In your letter you state that the NZILA panel considering the complaint claimed that 
there is no evidence that Mr Hudson did not act with honesty integrity and fairness. 
Your response also exonerates Mr Hudson from gross negligence. We dispute this 
because there is no excuse for not correcting errors after a request had been made 
in writing. There is no excuse for saying no turbines are visible at Huatau marae 
when the applicant’s photomontage clearly shows 3 turbines highly visible and 
intrusive to Huatau marae. This matter is of paramount importance to Huatau.  
 
In our opinion honesty, integrity and fairness are lacking from Mr Hudson’s 
contribution to the Board as a result of the inexcusable failures outlined above. We 
disagree that with-holding judgement would have been incorrect because Mr Hudson 
has signed the Final Decision and in doing so indicates that he is fully satisfied the 
process has incorporated all the professional expectations of NZILA. It is our opinion 
that NZILA has circled the wagons on the basis of their perceived relativity of the 
seriousness of our complaints. Matters of fairness and integrity are absolute and not 
negotiable commodities on perceived sliding scales. 
 
We would appreciate you reconsidering the complaint on the basis of complete 
independence without reference to, “Mr Hudson being a senior member of NZILA 
who is cognisant of NZILA’s ethical requirements”. 
 
 
Thank you 
 
 
 
John Adams 
(On behalf of the Adams and Huatau) 


